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Apple Card
After bringing us innovations like iPhone, Apple TV and
Airpods, Apple has returned with its reinvention of the
credit card. According to the tech giant’s website, its
new Apple Card is “built on simplicity, transparency and
privacy, and designed to help customers lead a healthier
financial life.”
Similar to Apple Pay, Apple Card is built into the Apple
Wallet app on iPhone, but customers can get their hands
on a lightweight titanium Apple Card to use where
Apple Pay is not accepted. The card – as with other Apple
products – is ultra sleek. It’s a clean white with a laseretched Apple logo, but without any card number, CVV
code, expiration date or signature.
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“LUCY” BY MAXIM WAKULTSCHIK
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3D Wall Art
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Sculptural Furniture

3D wall art, also known as sculptural painting, is taking
the limelight in the world of luxury interior décor.
Artistically satisfying and intellectually stimulating, these
textural pieces bring walls to life with contemporary
refinement.

Still on the topic of sculptural finesse, Thomas Barger
designs oddly shaped camp-inspired furniture pieces like this
chair. Titled “Ornament is a Shaker Crime”, the paper pulp
sculpture is a loud combination of blue and yellow and is a
nod to his younger years growing up in a rural environment.

Maxim Wakultschik’s mixed-media art is one of such
artworks. “His figurative portraits have a dreamscape feel
with colours that interact with ambient lighting and are
seen to change as the viewer moves,” says co-founder of
HOFA Gallery Simonida Pavicevic.

The New York-based artist unveiled the chair as part of
a series of home objects in his solo exhibition “Sugar
Dish”. Through “Sugar Dish” he confronts his relationship
participating in a commercial market and reflecting on what
luxury used to mean to him.
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